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*Sustainment - Student can miss only two techniques (90%) in order to continue.
  
  
A student must wait a minimum of one day to retest if sustainment test is failed.
SUSTAINMENT FROM PREVIOUS BELTS (Tan-Brown Belt)
1.  Technique #01
2.  Technique #02
3.  Technique #03
4.  Technique #04
5.  Technique #05
6.  Technique #06
7.  Technique #07
8.  Technique #08
9.  Technique #09
10.  Technique #10
11.  Technique #11
12.  Technique #12
13.  Technique #13
14.  Technique #14
15.  Technique #15
16.  Technique #16
17.  Technique #17
18.  Technique #18
19.  Technique #19
20.  Technique #20
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a.  Bayonet Technique (Wooden Bayonet Trainer)
     3.  Explain the Eternal Student
     2.  Execute bayonet techniques vs. multiple attackers in low light environment
     1.  Execute bayonet techniques in a low light environment 1-on-1
b.  Throws
     2.  Explain the Concept of the Leader and the Follower
     1.  Execute a sweeping hip throw
c.  Unarmed Manipulations
     2.  Explain Leadership Styles
     1.  Execute a neck crank takedown
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PHYSICAL DISCIPLINE (Cont.)
In order to obtain a black belt the student must score 80%; a student can fail no more than 7 techniques (2.7 points each).  If a student fails testing, he/she must wait a minimum of a day to retest.
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d.  Chokes
     2.  Execute a guillotine choke
     3.  Explain Sustaining the Transformation
     1.  Execute a triangle choke
e.  Counter to chokes and holds
     2.  Explain Mentoring
     1.  Execute a knee-bar
f.  Ground Fighting
     2.  Execute a bent armbar from a scarf hold
     4.  Explain Maneuver Warfare
     3.  Execute a face rip from the guard
     1.  Execute a straight armbar from a scarf hold
g.  Firearm Disarmament
     2.  Execute a counter pistol to the head two handed
     3.  Explain Decision Making
     1.  Execute a counter pistol to the head one handed
h.  Upper Body Strikes
     2.  Execute a face smash
     3.  Explain Values and Beliefs
     1.  Execute a cupped hand strike
i.  Knife Techniques
     2.  Execute a strong side vertical thrust
     3.  Execute a strong side forward thrust
    11. Explain ORM
    10. Execute a reverse grip reverse thrust
     9.  Execute a reverse grip forward thrust
     8.  Execute a reverse grip reverse slash
     7.  Execute a reverse grip forward slash
     6.  Execute a strong side reverse slash
     5.  Execute a strong side forward slash
     4.  Execute a strong side reverse thrust
     1.  Execute a strong side vertical slash
j.  Weapons of Opportunity
     2.  Execute garrote from the rear
     3.  Explain Ethical Leadership
     1.  Execute garrote from the front
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